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A NOTE ON A PAPER OF PALAIS

L. JONKER

Abstract. If *" denotes the space of smooth alternating p-torms

on the C° manifold M, we are interested in finding the spaces of

Ä-linear maps from *" to *5 that commute with the diffeomor-

phisms of M. For a compact manifold M these spaces were found

by R. S. Palais. In this note we find them for noncompact M.

Let V, W be the spaces of sections of two tensor bundles over a con-

nected C°° manifold M of dimension n. In a paper [3] appearing in

Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 92 (1959), R. S. Palais studied a number of

the spaces â (V, W) of the ¿^-linear maps V—>W natural with respect

to the action on V and IF of the group G of diffeomorphisms on M. We

sketch the definition of this action: If gEG we define Rg:Y(TM)

-*Y(TM) to be the differential of g, and R0:Y(T*M)-+Y(T*M) to be
the dual of the differential of g~l. For the other spaces of tensor fields

R„ is defined as the obvious tensor product of these two ¿R-linear

isomorphisms. A map c: V—>W is then called natural if cRg=Rgc for

all gEG.
Palais was particularly interested in the case when V and IF are the

space &p of £-forms and the space i>5 of ç-forms respectively, OrSp,

q^n. There are three cases when ê(Qp, $g) is nonempty: g($p, $p+i)

consists of the exterior derivative d and its real multiples; i(4>p, 5>p)

consists of all multiples of the identity; if AI is compact, orientable,

and irreversible1 then 0(<i>n, <i>°) consists of the real multiples of inte-

gration of w-forms over M. In fact, â($p, $") is empty in all other

cases.

For some of his theorems, Palais had to assume that M was com-

pact. The purpose of this note is to lift that restriction. In particular

we have the following new theorems:

d($°, 3>°) = constant multiples of the identity,

0($p, $o) = g    if o < p < n,

á(<j>", <|>o) = o    if If is noncompact.

Using the method of this note, one can in fact generalize all the
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theorems in [3 ] to the case of noncompact manifolds. The results of

this note are contained in the author's Ph.D. thesis [2] at the Uni-

versity of Toronto.

For 0¿p<n let ^ï be the subset of i»p consisting of the following

p-forms: 4>E^ if and only if there is a relatively compact open

sphere U in some coordinate system (x\ • • • , xn) on M so that

supp <pEU and so that in a neighbourhood of m = (0, 0, • • • , 0) we

have</> = xp+1 dxl/\ • • • Adxp.

We shall say that (¡> is centered at m. In [3 ] elements of ^ï are called

basic forms of the first kind. A family {<j>a} of elements in ^ will be

called disjoint if the closures of the corresponding spherical coordinate

neighbourhoods Ua are mutually disjoint and the family {Ua} is

locally finite. Clearly, the family {<pa} may then be summed. Let

^2 denote the collection of all p-forms obtained as the sum of a dis-

joint family of elements in *?. If <j>E^2, 4>= E« <t><*, <l>aE^u {$«}

disjoint, 4>a centered at ma, then we say that d> is centered at the

family of points {ma} ■ Let ff denote the space of p-forms of compact

support.

1. Lemma [3, Theorem 7.4]. Every element in &*, 0gp<«, is a

finite sum of elements in SFÏ.

2. Lemma. SI>f generates <£p if 0 ^p <n.

Proof. Let {Uai}ai^Al, ■ ■ ■ , { Uarrí_1 }a^.1^A^.¡ be a collection of

spherical relatively compact coordinate neighbourhoods the union of

whose elements covers M, and which have the further property that

for each i, { Uai ] mßAf is a disjoint and locally finite collection. The

fact that such coverings of M exist is of central importance in this

note. A proof may be found in [l ]. Let 1)"+/ {/„,.} ai<=Ai be a subordinate

partition of unity, supp/a,C Uai. Let wE$p, and let wai=faiw. Then

by the proofs of Theorems 7.1, 7.3 in [3] it is seen that

if

W0j = faiW =    E «4, W'"i G ^1 U  {0}
3=1

where 0 denotes the identically zero p-form and where Af = 4Q.

Define w\ = E«¡e¿, WU- Then WtE&l, and

N    n+l       . tf   n+l . n+1

E E w'i= E zZJl w«i = E E «v.

= C¿Z¿Zí-^)w = w. Q.E.D.
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3. Lemma [3, Theorem 7.6]. IfwE^u 0^p<n, with support con-

tained in the spherical coordinate neighbourhood U, then w=a — R„a,

where <xE$%, supp a EU, \gEG, g\ M-u=I.

4. Lemma. If wE$p and 0^p<n, then w is a finite sum of p-forms

of the form a — Raa with a £$" and gEG.

Proof. By Lemma 2 we may assume wE^2- Then w=¿l Wi,

WiE&*, {wi\ a disjoint family, supp w,-C <7<. Then by Lemma 3,

Wi = (Ti — R0i<Ti, where supp o\C Ui and giEG, g,| M~u = Z

Let a=^2(Ti and let gEG be defined by

g = gi    on Ui,

= /    on Ç\(M - Ui).
i

Then w=a—Rva and gEG.    Q.E.D.
Let Zv denote the space of closed £-forms, Bp the space of exact

¿»-forms.

5. Proposition. Ifp<m, â($p, Z°) =0.

Proof. By Lemma 4 above we know that4>p is generated by p-forms

of the form ar-R0a. Let cE^(<tp, Z°). Then

c(o- — R0<j) = c(a) — cRc(o-) = c(a) — Rgc(tr)

= c(a) - c(a) = 0. Q.E.D.

6. Proposition. £f(i>°, $>°) =RI.

Proof. In [3, Theorem 11.2] it is shown that á(*°, $°)=R-I

©í(í>°,Z°). By Proposition 5 this equalsR-1.    Q.E.D.

7. Lemma. d(Z\ $°) =â(Z\ Z°).

Proof. Since dcEä(Z1, S»1) we have dc=yl, y ER, by [3, Theorem

12.1 ]. Now cdEä($°, $°)- Hence by Proposition 6, cd=kl for some

kER. Let/e$°. Then k(df)=d(kf)=dcdf = y(df), so that k=y, and
cd=yl. Apply this to/= 1 to gel 7 = 0.    Q.E.D.

8. Theorem. d($p, $°) =0 if l^p<n.

Proof. As a result of Proposition 5, it is enough to show that

If p>i, this is obvious from   [3, Theorem  10.1 ].  li p = l  and c

Eäfä1, $"), then dc=yl by [3, Theorem 10.3]. Suppose 7=^0. Then
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for wE^1, w = d(c(l/y)w). Thusd>l=Z1. But then Lemma 7 gives the

result.    Q.E.D.

9. Lemma. ä(Zp, $°)E(BP)°, where (BP)°E(ZP)* denotes the anni-

hilator of Bp.

Proof. The claim of this lemma is that cEâ(ZJ>, í>°) =>cd = 0.

For p = 0 there is nothing to prove. For p = 1, the result is contained

in the proof of Lemma 7. For p>l, cdEä(/&v~l, &°) which is zero by

Theorem 8.    Q.E.D.

10. Theorem. // M is not compact, ä($n, í>°) =0.

Proof. We have the natural isomorphisms

<j($», $0) = <,(2n; $0) Q (Bny ^ (<¡>n/Bn)* ^ (Hn)* = 0

where //" is the rath deRham cohomology group.    Q.E.D.
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